Transverse Diffusion in Isotropic Light Slowing
We have demonstrated the slowing of a beam of cold (180 K) metastable neon atoms in a diffuse reflecting cylindrical cavity with monochromatic light. Using a well-collimated atomic beam entering the cavity, it is shown that stimulated emission has a major effect on the transverse velocity distribution. A large saturation parameter s results in a loss mechanism for the center line beam intensity. A Monte Carlo simulation shows that the light intensity should be evenly distributed with moderate saturation conditions, to optimize the slowing effect while minimizing the transverse diffusion.
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Studying cold collisions requires dense samples of cold atoms. The method used so far has been to fill a trap with slow atoms that are subsequently cooled to the desired temperatures in the mK range. The collision processes are then probed by observing, e.g., the trap loss rate, or in more detail, the yield of fluorescence or electrons. Commonly used methods for slowing atoms down to velocities in the capture range of the trap (ഠ 10 ms 21 for Na or metastable Ne) are the Zeeman technique [1, 2] and the chirped frequency technique [3, 4] . Recently white light [5] and isotropic monochromatic light slowers [6, 7] have been introduced as promising alternatives. Isotropic light slowers are interesting because of their simple implementation into an atomic beam line and the absence of both magnetic fields and an on-axis laser beam.
Monochromatic isotropic light slowing is based on geometric selection of resonant light through the Doppler effect. An atom with resonance frequency v a compensates for the laser detuning, d v l 2 v a , by absorbing an incident photon from a cone with top angle u arccos͑2d͞ky͒ with respect to the atomic velocity y [see Fig. 1(a) ], resulting in
with k the magnitude of the wave vector. The corresponding velocity change, y r hk͞m, has components both parallel (cos u) and perpendicular (sin u) to the atomic velocity y. The parallel component can be utilized for slowing the atomic beam. For red detuned light, d , 0, we find 0 , u , p͞2, meaning that the photon recoil, y r,k hk cos u͞m, opposes the atomic motion. Subsequent spontaneous emission results in a zero photon recoil on average, and the atoms are slowed. As the atoms decelerate, the angle u decreases until the minimum value of u ͑ 0͒ is obtained, corresponding to a final atomic velocity y d 2d͞k. The perpendicular component of the photon recoil, y r,Ќ hk sin u͞m, is zero on average. However, the statistical distribution of the azimuthal angle of the absorbed photons [w 1 in Fig. 1(a) ] and the random nature of the spontaneous emission afterwards lead to an increase of the perpendicular velocity spread, ͗Dy 2 Ќ ͘, and contribute to the so-called transverse diffusion.
In contrast to Zeeman slowing, the absorptionstimulated emission cycle has to be taken into account in isotropic light slowing. Stimulated emission by a resonant photon from the cone cancels the slowing effect of the absorbed photon. In general the two photons have a different azimuthal angle, Dw w 1 2 w 2 ( Fig. 1) . This results in an extra transverse velocity change, jDy Ќ j 2 y r,Ќ sin͑Dw͞2͒, and contributes to the transverse diffusion. The average contribution for one cycle is equal to
We will refer to this extra transverse diffusion as stimulated diffusion. In this Letter we investigate the isotropic slowing of a beam of cold metastable neon atoms, including transverse diffusion. The isotropic slower is implemented experimentally using cylindrical sections of Spectralon [8] with a diffuse reflectivity R ഠ 0.99. The outer diameter is 32 mm; the length of a single section is L 31.5 mm. The bore has an inner diameter d 1.5 mm. Up to three sections can be lined up, thus enlarging the cavity length. Light is coupled into the cavity sections halfway using a multimode optical fiber (see Fig. 1 ). The intensity distribution F͑z͒ of the laser light on the inside wall of the optical cavity is calculated in a Monte Carlo simulation [9] , in which typically a thousand ray traces are calculated using a Lambertian reflection distribution [10] . We observe a nearly linear drop of F͑z͒ from the center (z L͞2) to the outer ends (z 0, L) by a factor of 40. This decrease depends critically on the ratio L͞d. This model can also reproduce the convoluted intensity distribution on the outside wall as measured by Batelaan et al. [7] , who used a diameter of 6 mm instead of the reported 3 mm [11] .
A CW ring dye-laser (Spectra Physics) is tuned near resonance to the neon two level transition at l 640.2 nm. Saturated absorption at the atomic frequency v a is used to calibrate the laser frequency v l . The laser frequency is locked to an electronically controlled external cavity, providing the desired frequency offset, d 22p 3 750 MHz (y d 480 ms 21 ). No active long-term drift corrections for the laser frequency are made. The maximum frequency drift is estimated at ഠ 10 MHz͞h, which is acceptable with typical measuring times of 10 min for a velocity distribution.
A beam of cold metastable Ne ‫ء‬ atoms is passed through the cavity to determine the influence of the isotropic light field on both the axial and perpendicular velocity distribution. The Ne ‫ء‬ atoms are produced in a discharge excited supersonic expansion source, cooled with liquid nitrogen to an effective temperature of T ഠ 180 K [12] , corresponding with a mean velocity of y ഠ 560 ms 21 and a velocity spread of Dy ഠ 130 ms 21 . The final velocity distribution I͑y͒dy is determined using the time-of-flight (TOF) method with a mechanical chopper and a metastable atom detector, which are located 790 and 1760 mm downstream of the isotropic slower, respectively. The velocity resolution, Dy TOF 20 ms 21 at y ഠ 500 ms 21 , is determined by the width of the slit in the mechanical chopper [13] . To measure the effect of transverse diffusion on the perpendicular velocity distribution, we collimate the atomic beam to 2Du in ഠ 0.8 mrad, i.e., a perpendicular velocity spread Dy Ќ ഠ 0.2 ms 21 . The rectangular solid acceptance angle of the metastable atom detector is 2͑D det,x 3 D det,y ͒ ഠ 2 3 5.2 mrad 2 , corresponding to a velocity acceptance Dy Ќ ഠ 0.5 ms 21 in the x direction. Note that y r 0.03 m͞s for neon. Transverse diffusion can thus result in a loss of detected metastable atoms.
The measured velocity distributions for three values 3 3 2.5, 3 3 10, and 3 3 40 mW of input power are shown in Fig. 2 . Three sections are aligned, each equipped with a separate optical fiber. As a reference the initial velocity distribution is given, as measured with the laser switched "off." Note that 25% of the detected metastable atoms is not affected by the light: it is the wrong isotope, 10% 22 Ne ‫ء‬ , or a different metastable level, 15% 20 Ne ‫ء‬ ͑ 3 P 0 ͒. The effect of slowing is obvious. Atoms with a higher initial velocity are slowed towards the desired final velocity y d 480 ms 21 resulting in a sharp peak in the laser "on" distributions. The width of the peaks is Dy ഠ 20 ms 21 , in agreement with Dy TOF . Because of the drift of v l in time between the measurements, the frequency shift d is slightly different for the three power settings. The height of the slowed peak hardly increases with increasing laser power.
The most remarkable feature is the discrepancy in the area above and below the initial velocity distribution when comparing the on and off situations: Some of the atoms are obviously lost when they are decelerated. For higher input powers the difference becomes even more pronounced. To investigate this loss of atoms we have performed preliminary measurements with a 1D position sensitive detector, replacing the current detector of the atomic beam. We observe that the beam profile with the slower switched on has a different character: broad "wings" are visible, together with a loss of atoms from the narrow central peak of the original atomic beam. This suggests that transverse diffusion beyond the 2 mrad acceptance angle in the x direction of the atomic beam detector is the main cause of the loss of atoms visible in Fig. 2 .
To investigate the above effect we simulate the atomic trajectories in the slower with a Monte Carlo calculation. All atoms start on axis and thus see a cylindrical slice of the cavity wall with resonant light [ Fig. 1(a) ]. The effective width of the slice is determined by the Lorentzian profile of the transition. The energy density distribution U͑v, z͒dv 
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experienced by the moving atom can be derived from the calculated light intensity F͑z͒ on the cavity wall using the Doppler effect. Therefore the rates of absorption and stimulated and spontaneous emissions can be calculated using the Einstein coefficients and the energy density in the cavity [14] . Along the trajectory, the time evolution of the internal state of the atom is calculated according to the stochastic nature of absorption and emission, taking into account the corresponding rates. This also holds for the choice whether stimulated or spontaneous emission will occur. Note that the rates which determine these events are z dependent. The distribution function of final velocities gives both the deceleration as well as the transverse diffusion of the atoms. By choosing w 1 w 2 ( Fig. 1) we can switch off the effect of an absorptionstimulated emission cycle on the atomic motion, without modifying the time evolution of the internal state of the atom.
In the Monte Carlo calculation we have taken input powers 3 3 2. The average final velocities in Fig. 3(a) clearly demonstrate a broad initial velocity range being transformed to a narrow range of final velocities, ഠ y d . The width of this broad range, y 2 y d , is called the capture range and is found to be ഠ 35 and ഠ 96 ms 21 for the 3 3 2.5 and 3 3 40 mW cases, respectively. The capture range depends on both the interaction time in the cavity, ഠ L͞y d , and the deceleration, ഠ y r,k G͞2, with G the spontaneous emission rate. An upper estimate for the capture range is given by ͑y 2 y d ͒ max ͑LG͞2y d ͒y r , which equals 152 ms 21 for three sections with L 94.5 mm. Because of our method of switching off the effect of absorption-stimulated emission cycles, as discussed previously, Fig. 3(a) is unaffected by this action.
As a result of the transverse diffusion the atoms are deflected over an angle u y Ќ ͞y f . The average deflection angle as a function of the initial velocity is shown in Fig. 3(b) . The rectangular aperture, 1.5 3 4 mm, positioned 765 mm downstream of the isotropic slower results in a loss factor. This loss factor is calculated for each deflection angle and is shown on the right-hand y axis. Comparing Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) we see that the position of maximum deflection corresponds to the fastest atoms just within the capture range. The resonance condition for these atoms results in a rather large initial angle u, resulting in a fairly large contribution from stimulated diffusion (~sin 2 u). For initial velocities above the capture range the angle u becomes so large that the average photon recoil,hk cos u͞m, is insufficient to slow the atom to the desired final velocity y d .   FIG. 3 . Monte Carlo calculation of (a) the average final velocity and (b) the rms value of the deflection angle versus the initial velocity. Shown are two input power calculations, 3 3 2.5 mW (circles) and 3 3 40 mW (squares). The capture range, which gives a 10 ms 21 wide y f range, has been indicated for both cases. The significant role of stimulated diffusion is demonstrated in (b). The deflection angle is calculated both with (empty markers) and without (filled markers) including the stimulated emission process. The right-hand axis in (b) gives the loss fraction of the atoms due to the final aperture (Fig. 1) .
The importance of stimulated diffusion is also obvious from Fig. 3(b) , where the results of the Monte Carlo calculation with and without stimulated emission are displayed. In the 3 3 2.5 mW case we observe a negligible difference, indicating that spontaneous emission is the major driving force of the transverse diffusion. However, for the 3 3 40 mW case there is an extra contribution of 1.0 mrad due to stimulated diffusion, which is also prominent within the capture range. Higher laser power has the negative side effect of a large increase in transverse diffusion.
If the goal is to enlarge the capture range and simultaneously reduce transverse diffusion, one should maximize the number of absorption-spontaneous emission cycles and minimize the number of absorption-stimulated emission cycles. The number of cycles scale as ϳ s͑͞s 1 1͒ for spontaneous emission and as ϳ s 2 ͑͞s 1 1͒ for stimulated emission, with s the on-resonance saturation parameter as defined in a two level system. From the calculated intensity distribution F͑z͒ the value of s(z) is found to vary between 0.01 , s , 0.9 and 0.2 , s , 15.3 for the 3 3 2.5 mW and 3 3 40 mW cases, respectively. It is evident that the 3 3 40 mW situation is dominated by the absorption-stimulated emission cycles.
An alternative manner to enlarge the capture range is elongating the cavity by using multiple cavity sections. The laser power per section can now be chosen such that stimulated diffusion has a negligible effect. For large velocities in the capture range the resonance condition of Eq. (1) results in large angles u: To avoid the average photon recoil,hk cos u͞m, from becoming too small, we might use different laser detunings in the various cavities thus keeping cos u as large as possible throughout the whole cavity as has been demonstrated by Ketterle et al. [6] .
To compare our model with experimental results we need to construct a velocity distribution from our calculated results of Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). The initial parallel velocity distribution is transformed to a slowed spectrum using the calculated deceleration. Both the time of flight velocity resolution and the finite solid angle acceptance of the detector have been taken into account. This results in a velocity distribution with a narrow slowed peak at a slightly shifted velocity y f y d 2 2G͞k; the extra deceleration results from the Lorentz linewidth, or so-called off-resonance slowing [6] .
For the 3 3 10 mW case, the calculated distribution is compared with the experimental results in Fig. 4 , giving nice agreement. Because F͑z͒ scales with ͑1 2 R͒ 21 , this calculation is extremely sensitive for the reflectivity R of the cylindrical Spectralon cavity: An increase in reflectivity by ഠ 0.8% results in a loss factor . 0.9 for velocities y . 500 m͞s [7, 15] .
This work demonstrates the isotropic slowing effect for Ne ‫ء‬ in a small cavity with low laser powers. Although papers [6, 7] stated that this could be a promising technique for beam slowing, the effect of transverse diffusion caused by stimulated emission can destroy the beam quality dramatically. In the experiment of Batelaan et al. [7] the perpendicular velocity resolution (y Ќ ഠ D2 ms 21 ) is too large for this effect to be observable. In the experiment of Ketterle et al. [6] the perpendicular velocity is not resolved at all. Through a careful design of the cavity [15] , the effect of transverse diffusion can be minimized. In the setup described above the saturation parameter still varies over fairly large range (s max ͞s min ഠ 20). The laser light can be more evenly distributed along the z axis, e.g., by illuminating the cylindrical cavity at more positions, spaced at closer intervals. Alternative ways of minimizing the transverse diffusion can be realized by illuminating the cylindrical cavity along the whole axis [11] , or using a spherical cavity. In these cases, the intensity distribution in the cavity has no longer a peaked structure.
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